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Abstract-- Mathematics is often perceived as a 

difficult subject with many students failing to understand 

why they need to learn the subject. The teaching and 

learning of mathematics mostly has relied on the transfer 

of information from the teachers to their students. 

Therefore, teaching and learning of mathematics should 

be reformed in order to be more meaningful for students.  

This study examined the usefulness of implementing 

Connectedness dimension of the Productive Pedagogies 

framework, as a means of improving the quality of 

teaching and learning of mathematics. In all cases, using 

the elements of Connectedness dimension of the 

Productive Pedagogies framework helped teachers to make 

mathematics more relevant to students, by including 

students’ prior knowledge, connecting the lessons with 

other topics, integrating other subjects into the lessons and 

providing sufficient relevant illustrations. As one of the 

impacts, the students became more enthusiastic to attend 

their mathematics classes and displayed more on-task and 

engaged behaviours during the learning activities. The 

success of the participant-teachers, by applying the 

Connectedness dimension of the Productive Pedagogies 

framework has demonstrated its overall usefulness and 

provided lessons from which further use of the framework 

might build upon.   

Keywords: Productive Pedagogies framework, 

Connectedness dimension 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There is broad consensus among policy makers, 

curriculum planners, school administrators and 

business and industry leaders that mathematics is an 

important element of the school curriculum. The 

importance of mathematics is implicitly accepted by 

governments around the world through the emphasis 

placed on monitoring school improvement in terms of 

mathematics outcomes [1]. Further, Mathematical 

proficiency has been identified as one of the key 

competencies necessary for personal fulfilment, active 

citizenship, social inclusion and employability in the 

knowledge society [2]. Mathematics competence 

enhances students’ abilities to communicate and 

negotiate meanings [3].   

Despite the importance of mathematics to the 

lives of students, mathematics teaching and learning 

continues to be an area of concern around the world, 

Indonesia being no exception. It is well documented 

that many students struggle with mathematics and, as 

a result, become disaffected.  Much research has 

suggested that mathematics education continues to be 

fundamentally disconnected from learners’ lives and 

irrelevant to their needs [4]. According to [2], 

mathematics, both at school and within the wider 

community, is often perceived as difficult and abstract, 

involving a significant number of processes and 

formulae that appear disconnected with each other. It 

is important, therefore, that we understand what 

effective mathematics teaching looks like [5]. To this 

end, past research in the field of mathematics 

education has sought to distil important aspects of 

teaching and learning, including the specific ways in 

which quality teaching operates, the degree to which 

teaching drives learning, and how effectiveness 

evolves as teachers’ progress [6].   

In Indonesia, the teaching and learning of 

mathematics was largely teacher-oriented, with a 

focus on drill and was, for the most part, mechanistic, 

with teachers dictating formulas and procedures to 

their students [7]. These pedagogical approaches tend 

to lead to classrooms in which students play a passive 

role and are viewed, by the teacher, as objects of 

teaching [8][9]. In the majority of mathematics 

classes, in Indonesia, mathematics teaching relies on 

the transfer of information from the teacher to his or 

her students. There is, however, a growing awareness 
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of the need to improve mathematics teaching in 

schools [10] and, according to [11], one of the biggest 

concerns raised by mathematics teachers in Indonesia 

is the need to make mathematics lessons more relevant 

to their students’ needs.   

II. THEORIES OF LEARNING 

Given that, predominantly, the view of learning in 

Indonesia is one of transmission of knowledge, in 

which the teacher is the transmitter and students the 

receiver, the implementation of the Productive 

Pedagogies framework required teachers to reconsider 

how students learn and to change their teaching to 

reflect this. The research, investigated the 

effectiveness of implementing the Productive 

Pedagogies framework, which was one of its 

dimensions - Connectedness dimension - required 

teachers to reconsider deeply entrenched notions of 

teaching and learning. Therefore, this section 

discusses some of the theories of learning upon which 

the Productive Pedagogies framework was based.   

 

A. Knowledge Acquisition   

A prevailing view of the human mind is that, 

essentially, it is empty of knowledge at birth and, 

throughout a person’s lifetime, new knowledge is 

gradually acquired and utilised. This approach 

involves a set of initial premises, which form the basis 

for the development of a proposition for how 

knowledge is created, retained, distributed and used 

[12]. Knowledge acquisition typically begins with the 

process of receiving or acquiring new knowledge. A 

review of literature indicates that there are two 

elements of knowledge acquisition: one is related to 

the theories of knowledge acquisition (conceptualizing 

how knowledge is acquired and interpreted in the mind 

of learner); the other is a psychological perspective of 

knowledge acquisition (concerned with a person’s 

ability to acquire knowledge and how it is internally 

represented) [13].   

Some approaches to knowledge acquisition have 

been built upon the idea that people have a 

predisposition toward knowledge or are born with 

certain values that already exist. This is usually done 

through visual or aural signals that a person receives 

through his or her senses. [12] purports that 

information or knowledge is acquired through the 

sensors and is processed in the brain by using prior 

knowledge. During the processing of information, new 

knowledge can be acquired or created for future use.   

Once information is received, knowledge 

acquisition continues through encoding and 

understanding that information. This encoding process 

allows a person to use information to build a cognitive 

model, called a schema [14]. That is, a schema for 

‘something’ incorporates the received information to 

build an overall sense of what constitutes that 

‘something.’ When a person sees another thing, for 

example, he or she processes the new information or 

knowledge and, when it does not fit the schema of 

‘something’, he or she then creates a new model that 

accommodates that new knowledge. According to 

[14], this knowledge acquisition continues with the 

ability to effectively recall and alter stored 

information. For instance, when someone sees 

‘something’ again, he or she is able to recognize it as 

‘something’ by recalling the schema for the 

‘something’ and seeing that it fits into that model. This 

can create cognitive dissonance when someone 

encounters an object that exists within a certain 

schema, but which does not match certain aspects of 

that model.   

  

B. Constructivism 

The dominant view of learning in Indonesia has, 

to date, been one involving a knowledge transfer 

model in which knowledge is transmitted from 

teachers to students [15][16]. However, if, as 

discussed above, knowledge acquisition is the process 

of acquiring, processing, understanding and recalling 

information, then this implies that learning is not 

simply a transfer process. This theoretical shift (to the 

notion that learners build their own knowledge) 

although not widely accepted or used, has started to 

take place in Indonesia [8][10][16]. Given that the 

Productive Pedagogies framework, used in the present 

study, draws on the theory of constructivism in its 

design, this section provides a brief overview of 

constructivism.   

As a theory of learning, constructivism asserts 

that people learn by actively constructing meaning 

rather than by receiving information [17]. According 

to [18], learning requires the building of conceptual 

structures through learner reflection and abstraction; 

both of which are active processes involving the 

interaction between the learners’ existing conceptual 

frameworks and the new knowledge and experience. 

Constructivism is not a teaching method but, rather, 

provides a framework for designing the teaching and 

learning processes in a real, complex, ever-changing 

and unpredictable classroom in which multiple factors 

–individual, social and cultural – are interacting [19].    

Given that learners construct knowledge based on 

their personal experiences and past knowledge, it is 

likely that the nature of what is constructed may be 

different for different students, even though they are in 

the same classroom [20]. In other words, learning is an 

individual activity and, therefore, no two students will 

leave a class with exactly the same understanding [21]. 

As such, it is important that teachers help students to 
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examine their understanding of concepts. According to 

[22], “the nature of an individual’s personally 

constructed meaning is strongly influenced by his or 

her existing ideas and beliefs”. That is, students’ 

constructions of knowledge are influenced by their 

own views as well as by the nature of the learning and 

teaching process. It is important, therefore, that 

teachers are aware of their students’ prior knowledge 

and experiences and consider these as a starting point 

when teaching, making use of them to develop 

students’ new understanding within the lessons that 

they are delivering.   

An important principle associated with 

constructivism is the notion that all knowledge must 

be linked to and is built upon previous knowledge. 

[23] describe prior knowledge as “the knowledge, 

skills, or ability that students bring to the learning 

process”. Past research has indicated that prior 

knowledge plays a major role in student learning and 

the implications that this has on mathematics teaching 

important [24]. The importance of the teachers’ 

recognition and value for prior knowledge has been 

highlighted in past research [25]. These theories 

suggest the need for teachers to recognize that students 

construct their own meaning and that prior learning 

can be used to facilitate student understanding.   

 

The Productive Pedagogies, as a teaching 

framework, considers knowledge acquisition as 

the process by which new knowledge is received 

or acquired. The framework espouses that the 

success of knowledge acquisition is related to the 

process of acquiring, processing, understanding 

and recalling information, all of which are related 

to constructing knowledge. Therefore, 

consideration of knowledge acquisition as well as 

the construction of knowledge was viewed as 

important in developing effective teaching.   

 

C. Effective Mathematics Teaching 

Given that the research sought to examine the 

impact of implementing the Productive 

Pedagogies framework it was considered 

important to examine literature related to what 

constitutes effective mathematics teaching and, in 

particular, the role of the teacher in optimizing 

students’ learning outcomes.   

Mathematics is the most universal of all 

curriculum subjects, and mathematical 

understanding influences decision making in 

almost all of our daily life. Competence in 

mathematics has been identified as one of the key 

competences for personal fulfilment, active 

citizenship, social inclusion and employability in 

the knowledge society of the 21st century [2]. 

Even though competence in mathematics is an 

important factor that can increase a range of 

citizenship opportunities, unfortunately, many 

students still struggle with mathematics learning. 

It is imperative, therefore, that we understand 

what effective mathematics teaching looks like.  

The New Zealand Ministry of Education’s 

Iterative Best Evidence Synthesis [26] suggests 

that effective mathematics teaching must be:  

 Grounded in the general premise that all 

students have the right to access education 

and the specific premise that all have the right 

to access mathematical culture;   

 Focused on optimizing a range of desirable 

academic outcomes that include conceptual 

understanding, procedural fluency, strategic 

competence, and adaptive reasoning;   

 Acknowledged that all students, irrespective 

of age, can develop positive mathematical 

identities and become powerful mathematical 

learners;  

 Based on interpersonal respect and sensitivity 

and be responsive to the multiplicity of 

cultural heritages, thinking processes, and 

realities typically found in our classrooms; 

and  

 Committed to enhancing a range of social 

outcomes within the mathematics classroom 

that will contribute to the holistic 

development of students for productive 

citizenship.  

  

Moreover, according to [26], mathematics 

teachers play a strategic role in developing effective 

teaching and learning. As facilitators for their students, 

they are the key factor in developing effective teaching 

whilst, simultaneously, creating opportunities for 

effective learning. Past research has indicated that 

there are a number of aspects which are important to 

effective teachers, such as, building intimate 

relationships with students, developing capability and 

self-confidence, facilitating students’ intellectual 

demands and providing opportunities for students to 

learn productively [27]. Students need teachers who 

are friendly, enthusiastic, caring and helpful; they 

want teachers who build relationships and inspire them 

to work hard and achieve success [27][28]. During the 

teaching process, a good relationship between a 

teacher and his or her students is considered to be 

important. Therefore, for improving students’ chances 

for academic success, teachers should strive to create 

positive personal relationships with students.  

It is generally agreed that there is a strong 

relationship between the quality of teaching and 

student attainment [29][30]. As such, mathematics 
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teachers should optimize their role in mathematics 

teaching to optimize students’ mathematics learning 

outcomes by using their knowledge, skills, resources 

and incentives to provide students with the best of 

learning opportunities to achieve the best of learning 

outcomes. [5] suggest that an effective teacher should 

ensure that all students are given the opportunity to 

think and work by themselves, in which they are not 

required to process the varied, sometimes conflicting 

perspectives of others.  

Further, effective mathematics teaching, 

according to [2], depends, to a large extent, on the 

expertise of teachers; consequently, their knowledge 

of the subject – of mathematical principles and 

processes – and their professional training are crucial. 

Therefore, it is important that mathematics teachers 

constantly monitor, adapt and improve the 

effectiveness of their mathematics teaching. As 

teaching is a dynamic activity, the teacher, as learning 

facilitator, needs to frequently evaluate the 

effectiveness of their teaching. Further, the result of 

their evaluation should be used to improve the quality 

of their teaching   

In addition, to be effective, mathematics teaching 

should be intellectually relevant to students’ needs. 

Therefore, applying appropriate intellectual demands 

on students and increasing students’ involvement in 

their learning are crucial because these would 

influence their learning outcomes. [31] suggests that 

high quality outcomes for students requires more than 

teachers simply changing their practices. In other 

words, to improve the quality of outcomes teachers 

need to improve the quality of their instructions, and 

improving the quality of the instructions should 

include considering the students’ needs, based on their 

backgrounds.  

Furthermore, to increase the effectiveness of 

mathematics teaching, teachers need to take into 

consideration the students’ life experiences so that 

they can provide mathematics activities that are 

meaningful to students’ daily activities. In other 

words, mathematics teaching should be intellectually 

relevant to students’ world [32]. Given this, 

mathematics teachers should not only teach students 

‘what mathematics is’ or the mathematics content in 

the curriculum, but should also show students, 

explicitly, how mathematics is applicable to their daily 

activities. [33] state that in learning mathematics 

students should frequently undertake activities that 

make connections between mathematics topics and 

can be applied to real-life situations. These involve 

showing the applicability of mathematics and 

increasing students’ involvement in their learning. 

Further, [33] suggested that students need to be given 

high quality tasks that require them to engage with the 

processes which are promoted, such as, problem 

solving; drawing out connections between 

mathematics topics; communicating in written form; 

justifying and providing evidence for their answers; 

and acquiring a deeper understanding of mathematics 

and how it can be applied. This finding implies that 

learning associated with high quality tasks, enables 

students to demonstrate their high level intellectual 

outcomes.   

Given that the research investigated whether 

reform of mathematics education using the Productive 

Pedagogies framework, Connectedness dimension in 

particular, might be useful, the next section describes 

the framework and provides an overview of research 

related to the effectiveness of the framework.  

  

D. Productive Pedagogies Framework 

The importance of mathematics within society 

and the current disconnection of mathematics 

education with the lives of students has resulted in a 

mathematics education movement that is concerned 

both with providing equitable access for all students to 

learn effectively and in helping students to be 

protagonists, with respect to changing their world in 

ways that are more socially just [34]. This movement 

is concerned with the intellectual demand placed on 

students within the classroom, the relevance of the 

mathematics taught to their lives outside of school, the 

level of support provided to students within the 

learning environment, and the lack of recognition of 

students’ differences. It is anticipated that this 

movement, with its aim of creating meaningful 

learning experiences for students, regardless of their 

background, will result in a significant improvement 

in the quality and effectiveness of mathematics 

education. The Productive Pedagogies framework is 

borne out of this movement and provides a means by 

which teachers can improve the quality of teaching 

and learning, in general, and in teaching and learning 

of mathematics, in particular.    

The Productive Pedagogies framework was built 

upon a large body of research related to the production 

of socially equitable student learning outcomes [35]. 

Through its dimensions, the Productive Pedagogies 

framework provides a list of characteristics that have 

been found to be related to effective teaching. The 

framework has been recognized as a means of creating 

a learning process that has a positive impact on 

students’ academic and social outcomes.  The 

Productive Pedagogies framework involves four 

overarching dimensions, these being: 1) Intellectual 

Quality; 2) Connectedness; 3) Supportive Classroom 

Environment; and 4) Recognition of Difference [31]. 

Each of these four dimensions includes a number of 

elements (20 in total).    
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The Intellectual Quality dimension is related to a 

heightened intellectual demand on students and 

stresses the importance of presenting all students, 

regardless of their background and perceived 

academic ability, with intellectually challenging work 

[36]. There are a number of studies that have shown 

that students do not achieve their highest academic 

performance because schools do not always require 

them to complete work of a high intellectual quality 

[37]. Therefore, [38] purport that, in terms of 

intellectual quality in mathematics, the tasks should 

enable and foster deep mathematical learning. To be 

effective, this dimension demands that challenging 

activities be incorporated into the teaching process as 

a matter of priority for all students, especially for those 

from disadvantaged groups and low socioeconomic 

backgrounds.  

The Intellectual Quality dimension includes six 

elements, these being, metalanguage (focusing on 

aspects of language, grammar and technical 

vocabulary); substantive conversation (focusing on 

interaction among students and between teacher and 

students, about the ideas of a fundamental topic); deep 

knowledge (focusing on establishing relatively 

complex connections to those central concepts); deep 

understanding (focusing on encouraging students to 

grasp the relatively complex relationships between the 

central concepts of a topic); higher order thinking 

(focusing on the transformation of information by 

combining the information to synthesize, generalize 

and explain to get conclusions); and knowledge as 

problematic (focusing on an understanding of 

knowledge not as a fixed body of information).   

The second dimension, Connectedness, is related 

to connecting learning to students’ lives outside of 

school. This dimension focuses on making classes 

relevant for students by considering the students’ 

culture and what they already know. The 

Connectedness dimension designed to accommodate 

the needs of students, in particular, those who are 

marginalized or low achieving. This dimension was 

developed to ensure that students engage with real, 

practical or hypothetical problems which connect to 

the world beyond the classroom [39]. It is anticipated 

that, by incorporating pedagogies that connect 

classroom learning with the real world will motivate 

students to engage with the learning process, a link 

which is often absent when the curriculum is divorced 

from the lives of students [37]. Further, the notion of 

Connectedness links new knowledge with the 

students’ background knowledge and the world 

outside of the classroom. As such, this dimension 

requires teachers to identify and solve intellectual 

and/or real problems.  

The elements related to the Connectedness 

dimension are: knowledge integration (focusing on 

connecting two or more sets of subject area 

knowledge); background knowledge (focusing on 

connecting between students’ background knowledge 

and experience and the topics, skills and 

competencies); connectedness to the world (focusing 

on connecting the lesson and learning activities to 

competencies or concerns beyond the classroom);and 

problem-based curriculum (focusing on presenting 

specific practical, real problems or sets of problems to 

solve by students).  

The third dimension, Supportive Classroom 

Environment, aims to support the two dimensions 

introduced previously (Intellectual Quality and 

Connectedness). This dimension focuses on providing 

an environment that facilitates intellectual stimulation 

by developing positive and mutually-supportive 

relationships within the learning environment. Such 

relationships break down the power imbalance 

between teachers and students and are important given 

that many students are resistant to being overpowered 

and controlled [40][41]. Past research in the field of 

learning environments provides strong and convincing 

evidence that the quality of the learning environment 

is strongly and consistently related to a range of 

student outcomes [42]. The elements related to the 

Supportive Classroom Environment dimension, 

include: student direction (focusing on providing 

student opportunities to involve in determining 

specific learning activities or outcomes); social 

support (focusing on a learning atmosphere of mutual 

respect and support between teacher and students and 

among students); academic engagement (focusing on 

encouraging students to engage and on-task during the 

lesson in order to demonstrate academic engagement); 

explicit quality performance criteria (focusing on 

explicitly judging the range of student performance at 

different stages); and self-regulation (focusing on 

considering the direction of student behavior implicit 

and self-regulatory).   

The fourth dimension, Recognition of Difference, 

focuses on the need for inclusive classroom practices 

that both support and incorporate the diversity of 

students’ backgrounds, experiences and abilities [43]. 

The Recognition of Difference dimension is strongly 

related to issues of social justice and inclusion [44]. It 

was with this in mind that, for the purpose of the 

present study, this dimension was extended to include 

a focus on social justice. The presence of this 

dimension develops student awareness of how various 

factors, such as, gender, age and socioeconomic status 

affect their identities [45]. A focus on this dimension 

serves to encourage students to expose their 

understandings and to develop their ability to construct 

a perception of non-domination or democratic 

concepts. That is, by providing opportunities for 

students to actively learn how to become democratic 
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individuals, they are likely to develop an 

understanding that all students have the right to be 

treated fairly. Recognition of difference dimension 

was developed to encourage students to understand 

their identity as members of a society.  

The Recognition of Difference dimension 

embraces five elements, these being: cultural 

knowledge (focusing on cultural identity in which 

there is explicit appreciation of the characteristics); 

inclusivity (focusing on actively engaging all students 

from diverse backgrounds);narrative (focusing on the 

style of teaching that consists of a linked sequence of 

events and involves an emphasis); group identity 

(focusing on building a sense of community and 

identity of students); and active citizenship (focusing 

on encouraging active citizenship within the 

classroom).   

Given that the Productive Pedagogies framework 

provides a reasonably comprehensive account and 

guidelines for effective teaching practice, it was 

anticipated that such a framework could, potentially, 

support the development of effective mathematics 

teaching in Indonesia. The Productive Pedagogies 

framework does not, however, provide a ready-made 

technique for teaching but, rather, an approach to 

creating a place, space and vocabulary for teachers to 

use in classroom instruction discourse [46]. Therefore, 

in its implementation in the classroom, teachers are 

required to adapt the dimensions of the framework to 

be more in line with the ‘local’ situation.  

There is a challenge is that many teachers, 

particularly in Indonesia, rely on transmission 

approaches of teaching, largely as a result of their own 

previous learning experiences. This problem is not 

unique to Indonesia. According to Simon (2008), 

teachers in many countries that are currently 

embracing movements to reform the teaching of 

mathematics, were educated under the traditional 

system of mathematics instruction. Teacher education 

should help teachers to understand the theoretically 

grounded view of learning that shifts traditional 

conceptions of knowledge as being developed by those 

who are involved in the teaching and learning process 

[47].   

As discussed in the previous section, it is 

becoming more widely recognized that reflection is a 

means through which the gap between theory and 

practice can be bridged [48][49][50]. Through a series 

of action research cycles, that involved the use of 

reflection at each stage, this study examined the 

effectiveness of the Productive Pedagogies 

framework, which was Connectedness dimension, to 

bring about change in the classroom in terms of 

improved interactions and meaningfulness.    

Overall, the findings suggested that, although 

there were differences in the extent to which the 

capacity of the teachers was built over the three action 

research cycles, all three teachers made 

improvements. That is, the success of the 

implementation of the individual elements, within the 

Productive Pedagogies framework, improved for all 

teachers in the Connectedness dimension.  The 

findings generally support that the use of the elements 

of the framework, Connectedness dimension in 

particular, enabled the teachers to develop 

constructive practice which was shown through 

improved interactions and connectedness of the topics 

learned by the students.  

As a result of the implementation of the 

dimension of Connectedness of the Productive 

Pedagogies framework, the students became more 

willing to respond to the teachers’ questions and to 

express their ideas. Students began to raise their hands 

more often to answer their teachers’ questions or to 

comment on what their peers said. The teachers 

encouraged this further by consciously selecting a 

range of students so that, regardless of that 

competence, background or gender, all students were 

given the changes to respond.   

The interactions between students also became 

more frequent, on-task and positive. The use of 

cooperative learning groups, coupled with a more 

supportive learning environment, led to improved 

interactions. These interactions are important, 

according to [51], who argued that teachers’ response 

to the needs of students tends to make students have a 

sense of inclusion, honor and also have a sense of 

human dignity. These changes also were in line with 

the social constructivist perception of students, which 

is based on the beliefs that teaching and learning 

should provide students with both the skills that enable 

them to be part of their society and the information that 

they need [52]. Further, these improved interactions 

encouraged the students to construct their knowledge 

which, according to [53], is influenced by the active 

individual development of the learners and the social 

and cultural interactions in mathematics practices.   

The implementation of the Productive Pedagogies 

framework, Connectedness dimension, also saw an 

improvement in the degree to which the teachers made 

mathematics relevant to the everyday lives of their 

students. All three of the teachers increased the 

connectedness of mathematics in the classroom. They 

all made a point of connecting new learning to the 

students’ prior knowledge and encouraged the 

students to connect the concepts within the lessons to 

other relevant concepts that they had learned in 

previous topics, thereby deepening the students’ 

understanding of the mathematics concepts. 

The teachers also tried to connect the lesson 

activities to the lives of their students. That is, they 

started to use examples that were relevant to the 
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students and ensure that activities and projects were 

meaningful. The three teachers also attempted to 

involve students’ ideas to support the learning process 

(something that they never did prior to the introduction 

of the Productive Pedagogies framework). In addition, 

the teachers made attempts to use illustrations and 

concrete examples in their lessons to make the abstract 

concepts easier to grasp. Additionally, the teachers 

were more likely to engage students in meaningful and 

relevant activities. Not only were the activities more 

relevant to the students’ everyday life (as discussed 

earlier) but the teachers also gave students’ 

opportunities to select the activities that they would 

like to do, further enhancing the engagement of the 

students.   

[54], in their investigation of the factors in 

mathematics classrooms that either hinder or support 

students’ engagement, found that minority students 

fail to engage in high-level mathematical tasks due to 

a lack of opportunities to participate in challenging 

mathematics learning experiences rather than to a lack 

of potential. Based on their research findings they 

recommended that teachers provide meaningful 

mathematics for their students. By providing a more 

meaningful teaching approach, the teachers, thus, 

engaged in a more socially just pedagogy. 

The connectedness dimension relates new 

knowledge with students’ background knowledge and 

to their life outside of the classroom through 

identifying and solving real life problems [55]. By 

providing students with opportunities to engage in 

activities in which they can see the connection 

between what they are learning with their previous 

experiences and acquired knowledge they are better 

able to interpret the lessons and to build new concepts. 

There is widespread agreement that previous 

experiences and prior knowledge influence the 

learning process, and that learners construct new 

concepts based on previous experiences and prior 

knowledge. In turn, both of these indirectly affect the 

learning outcomes. Neglecting previous experiences 

and prior knowledge can result in the students learning 

something different to the teacher's intentions.   

To assist students in their construction of new 

schemas, teachers need to consider students’ prior 

knowledge and learning experiences when planning 

and implementing lessons. These experiences and 

prior knowledge exist not only at the level of concepts, 

but also at the levels of perception, focus of attention, 

procedural skills and beliefs about knowledge. In 

addition, teachers need to consider providing students 

with opportunities to engage in activities that are 

connected with real world situations and with 

problems that are likely enhance students’ 

understanding of their world both in and out of the 

classroom. [39] believe that, if the work given to 

students is connected to their worlds, then this will 

stimulate intellectual activity that is likely to lead to 

higher intellectual outcomes. Similarly, [37] argue that 

pedagogies that connect the classroom with reality 

enable and motivate students to engage in the learning 

process. [56] purports that, linking mathematics 

learning to real world situations, can improve 

students’ understanding of mathematical concepts.    
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